196	Notes
7-8. chimes at midnight : more than any writer of his
generation, Montague quoted Shakespeare. ' We have heard the
chimes at midnight, Master Shallow ' is a famous saying of
Falstaf£.
11. Falstafliad : a word Montague invents for the Shakes-
peare plays with Falstaff in them. He finds them rich with
life and suggests thai preachers and teachers have often taught
readers to find them dull.
11. dull as a thaw : snow is beautiful, but when it thaws
(melts) it is dirty and unpleasant.
14. recuperative force : just before our passage begins, he
has been talking about the great power of recovery that human
beings and nations possess.
16.	congress,  conference :  cf.  Newman:    * That  a  thing is
true, is no reason that it should be said, but that it should be
done ;  that it should be acted upon ;  that it should be made
our own inwardly.   Let us avoid  talking,  of whatever kind.'
22.   the beast : to repress  the animal side of our natures.
25. drams : stimulants, like liqueurs just later, metaphorical
language from the drinking of intoxicants.
25. stunt, sob : words he dislikes and uses to show his
dislike ; the vocabulary of the weak emotionalism of the cinema.
page 127. 5, French towns ; some little towns in northern
France were blown to dust during the War,
17.	gorgeous palaces : cf. Prospero's speech in The Tempest,
iv, i. 152.   There was a great deal of confident talk about an
England made more wonderful by war ; the truth was different,
22. atomic : notice how the ideas of modern science (as,
radio-activity) are being used now as metaphors*
29. The wise man : cf. Plato: * There is but a very small
remnant of honest followers of wisdom.3
page 128. 4. corpuscles : the red corpuscles of the blood carry
oxygen, which they absorb from the air for the use of the
body. In high places the tension of the oxygen in the air
is very low and the corpuscles absorb less, so extra corpuscles
are made so that the total oxygen carried is the same.

